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Abstract: The high redundant brake-by-wire system reveals vehicular safety handling ability and
rarely emerges in the automotive area at the present time. This paper presents a novel brake-by-wire
system, DREHB (Double Redundant Electro-Hydraulic Brake), with extensible fail-safe operations for
high-automation autonomous driving vehicles. The DREHB is designed as a decoupled-architecture
system containing three-layer cascaded modules, including a hydraulic power provider, a hydraulic
flow switcher, and a hydraulic pressure modulator, and each of the modules can share dual redun-
dancy. The operating principles of the DREHB in normal and degraded initiative braking modes
are introduced, especially for the consideration of fail-safe and fail-operational functions. The
matching and optimization of selected key parameters of the electric boost master cylinder and the
linear solenoid valve were conducted using computer-aided batched simulations with a DREHB
system modeled in MATLAB/Simulink and AMESim. The prototype of the DREHB was tested in
hardware-in-the-loop experiments. The test results of typical braking scenarios verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the DREHB system, and the hydraulic pressure response as 28.0 MPa/s and
tracking error within 0.15 MPa and the desirable fail-safe braking ability fully meets the requirements
of higher braking safety and efficiency.

Keywords: brake-by-wire system; autonomous driving; high safety; redundancy design; development
and validation

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, the energy crisis and air pollution have forced the automotive
industry to turn to the development pathway of electrification [1]. Various hybrid and
electric vehicles have gained the public’s attention due to their advantages in high efficiency
and clean emissions. Recently, as the communication, artificial intelligence, and information
fields have been rising, innovative technologies in autonomous driving have emerged
subsequently [2,3]. Autonomous electric vehicles are up-and-coming to cope with the
growing demands of traffic efficiency, environmental protection, and energy dilemmas.
The advancements of electrification and automation put forward new requirements for
vehicular braking systems to attain regenerative braking, automatic emergency braking,
and other complicated and diverse braking functions [4–6].

Compared with the traditional braking systems, the brake-by-wire (BBW) system
applied to autonomous electric vehicles must have an active braking capability. The BBW
system is an electronic control system that replaces mechanical and hydraulic connections
with wires and electric actuators, converting braking pedal commands from the driver
into electronic signals that are to be processed via the in-vehicle communication network,
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thereby generating control signals to promote the electromechanical actuators for the
desired operation. The decoupled systematic scheme of the BBW system is applicable to
achieve regenerative braking, wheel slip control, and vehicle stability control, etc. Whether
in the mature L2 level ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance System) or advanced driverless-
support automation level (L3, L4, and L5) [7], the brake-by-wire system is necessary for
vehicular motion control. When the braking system fails, it must possess fault tolerance and
redundant backup for safety consideration. The L3 level requires the driver to maintain the
control authority of the vehicle, while the L4 and L5 do not require the driver to take over
the vehicle in the whole driving course, thus the braking system must have the fail-safe
and fail-operational abilities [7,8]. The brake-by-wire system with a sufficient redundancy
design is the prerequisite to ensure the driving safety of high-level autonomous vehicles.

According to the forms of the hydraulic power source and the hydraulic pressure
regulator, the present brake-by-wire systems can be classified into the following two
categories: (1) “motorized pump-based accumulator + solenoid valves”; (2) “electric boost
hydraulic cylinder”.

The SBC (Sensotronic Brake Control) developed by Bosch is representative of the
former brake-by-wire system type [9]. The SBC uses an electrical high-pressure accumulator
to load brake fluid. Assembled linear solenoid valves improve the control accuracy of the
wheel cylinder pressure, but the cost is high compared to the on/off valves. The isolation
piston inside the front wheel cylinder is set to ensure braking redundancy after the failure
of the high-pressure accumulator. Once the high-pressure source fails, it can be switched to
the driver’s control to retain the ability to brake on the front wheels.

Similarly, the ECB (Electronically Controlled Brake) developed by ADVICS is up-
graded with four generations [10]. The ECB has a more complex mechanical structure in
the master cylinder for generating hydraulic brake power. The hydraulic boost braking
function is executed through the coordinated control of the high-pressure accumulator and
the solenoid valves, and the fail-safe backup is guaranteed by the driver as well.

Although SBC and ECB systems have benefits in hydraulic pressure control, both
schemes have a single hydraulic power supply unit. Once the high-pressure source fails, it
can only rely on the driver’s strength to actuate the brake.

TRW’s SCB (Slip Control Boost) is based on two parallel-structured master cylinders,
and a three-position three-way solenoid valve acts as the core role for operating pattern
management [11]. The SCB system can offer switching and proportional control of the
hydraulic pressure. The front and rear wheels are controlled by the completely decoupled
four-way valves to regulate the wheel pressure. Likewise, only the front wheels can be in
used for braking failure protection.

Among the three typical brake-by-wire systems mentioned above, SBC caused recall
events due to the reduced braking efficiency in practical applications. The systematic com-
position of SCB is complicated along with huge size; also, the components are vulnerable
to long-term usage. Only the Toyota motor holds a leading position in the “motorized
pump-based accumulator + solenoid valves” typed brake-by-wire system.

The enriched dynamic performance and lightweight parts accelerate the “electric
boost hydraulic cylinder” typed brake-by-wire systems to become the technical mainstream
taken by most automotive companies. The iBooster, proposed by Bosch, converts the rotary
motion of the boost motor into the linear motion of the pushrod to promote the master
cylinder [12]. Even if the driver does not make a braking temptation on the brake pedal,
iBooster can receive braking commands from VCU (Vehicle Control Unit); therefore, it can
be fit with the autonomous driving control system well.

The boost motor in iBooster not only amplifies the driver’s foot braking force and
pushes the master cylinder piston, but also provides pedal feedback to the driver. Moreover,
the brush-less motor also assumes a pedal simulator. The boosting characteristics of
iBooster can be adjusted to comply with the driver’s braking needs. Moreover, the active
supercharging capability of an ESP (Electronic Stability Program) can ensure the active
braking for the vehicle when iBooster fails [13]. However, the ESP’s active boosting and
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long-term pressure holding functions are limited in a few seconds and are not suitable for
ordinary braking tasks.

Nissan’s e-ACT follows the same design philosophy to coordinate the electric master
cylinder with the vehicle dynamics control unit [14]. Due to the large size of the separated
electric booster and the electronic stability unit as well as the complicated coordination con-
trol strategy, some manufacturers have proposed the idea of integrating the two modules.

For example, the IBS (Integrated Brake System) designed by the LSP gives full play to
the advantages of fast and precise control performance of motorization [15]. An additional
pedal feel simulator is necessary in the braking system. The motor needs accurate position
control as the core actuator in the whole brake-by-wire system continuously regulates the
hydraulic pressure in the wheel cylinders.

In light of the above technical applications, Continental’s MK C1 and ZF’s IBC inte-
grate the master cylinder, passive pedal feel simulator, and hydraulic modulation units into
a weight-saving one-box design [16,17]. Four isolation solenoid valves decouple the brake
pedal and the wheel cylinders. An auxiliary hydraulic cylinder is used as the high-pressure
hydraulic source, and the eight pressure regulating valves are controlled for wheel cylin-
ders. The structure of MKC1 is compact and lightweight, but the fail-operational functions
are limited in turn.

In addition, the variant configurations of the brake-by-wire systems have also been
designed. Honda’s ESB is equipped with two separated master cylinders and the indepen-
dent hydraulic pressure modulation components, especially for the traditional ABS or ESC
modules [18]. This arrangement reduces the difficulty of the subsystems’ integration, then
the main and auxiliary cylinders are tandem double-chamber style.

Brembo has developed a composite brake-by-wire system [19]. The front axle takes an
electro-hydraulic brake system, and the rear axle adopts an electro-mechanical brake system.
Although the cost of the brake-by-wire system is relatively high, the operational failure
backup mechanism is sufficient, and it has the potential for high-level autonomous driving.

The existing brake-by-wire systems mostly suffer from an insufficient braking redun-
dancy design, and high-reliability braking capability for autonomous driving cannot be
guaranteed. For this reason, termed as a ‘redundancy brake-by-wire system’, the system
has to be designed to activate the vehicle’s emergency and consistency brake, even if the
brakes are not activated due to electrical or mechanical failures or external shocks.

On the basis of the introduction on the development of the brake-by-wire systems, this
paper proposes a novel decoupled electro-hydraulic brake system, featured with a double
redundant backup with dual hydraulic power sources and hydraulic pressure-regulating
units. The cascade linear solenoid valves are arranged at the same time. With multiple
complementarities in terms of designed structure, the proposed DREHB can handle the
fail-backup of brake functions in multiple failures, thereby ensuring the driving safety of
high-level autonomous vehicles.

Centered on the development process of the DREHB, the rest of the paper is organized
as follows. The mechanical-electro-hydraulic system configuration is outlined in Section 2
and the operating principles in different working modes are presented in Section 3. The
parameter matching, optimization, and simulation of the proposed DREHB are described
in detail in Section 4. Section 5 shows the manufactured prototype of the DREHB system,
while providing the experimental results of the hardware-in-loop tests in typical braking
scenarios. The concluding remarks are drawn in Section 6.

2. System Configuration Design

The primary function of the brake-by-wire system is initiative brake (IB) [20]. The
high safety baseline of autonomous electric vehicles requires that the braking system must
be able to provide sufficient redundancy in the event of mechanical, electrical, or communi-
cation failures. The remaining backup scheme is also called function degradation (FD) [21]
and claims that the hydraulic braking forces of the wheel cylinders should not exhibit
significant performance degradation when the braking capacity is degraded. Therefore, it
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is necessary to search the solution from two perspectives of the overall configuration of
the brake system and the key functional components. In order to implement the initiative
braking and redundant braking functions, a double redundant brake-by-wire system called
a DREHB is proposed.

The configuration of the DREHB is shown schematically in Figure 1. The system is
composed of three layers, namely the hydraulic power provider (denoted as P1, P2), the
hydraulic flow switcher (denoted as S), and the hydraulic pressure modulator (denoted as
M1, M2). At the bottom of the figure, there are four-wheel cylinders, abbreviated as LF, RF,
LR, and RR for the left/right and front/rear locations.

Figure 1. Schematic configuration diagram of the DREHB system.

The first layer is the hydraulic power provider. The two kinds of hydraulic power
providers include an electric boost master cylinder (EBMC, denoted as P1) and an electric
high-pressure accumulator (EHPA, denoted as P2). A boost motor with a gear box takes
the role of vacuum booster in a conventional vehicle to promote the master cylinder.
Considering that conditional automation (L3 level) in high-level autonomous driving
still needs the driver to take over the control of vehicle braking in an emergency case,
the brake pedal is retained. At the same time, the boost motor undertakes the functions
of brake boosting and pedal feel feedback. The EBMC, composed of a plunger pump
with an electric motor, a high-pressure accumulator, and other fitments, not only acts as
the hydraulic power source, but also has the ability to regulate the hydraulic pressure.
The EHPA cooperates with several solenoid valves to adjust the hydraulic pressure in
wheel cylinders.

The second layer is the hydraulic flow switcher (denoted as S). Different operating
modes of the DREHB are managed by the direction control function of the switching valves
in this layer. In order to decouple the four-way wheel cylinders completely, four pairs of
three-way valves (TwVs) and four-way valves (FwVs) are utilized here. Due to the large
size of the switching valve, if the chassis layout is sensitive about the space limitations, it
can also be simplified into two pairs of three-way valves and four-way valves, which are
responsible for the two-wheel cylinders on the front axle and the two-wheel cylinders on
the rear axle. In addition, the responsiveness of the switching valves and the reliability
of long-term energization are also critical. The switching valve can achieve reliable fluid
flowing because of the two-position mechanism; therefore, even if it fails, it can continue to
provide brake fluid in the other direction.

The third layer is the hydraulic pressure modulator. Considering the precision re-
quirements of hydraulic pressure regulation, the linear solenoid valves (LSVs, denoted as
M2) are adopted in the DREHB underlying portion. The valves are optimized based on the
high-speed on-off valves and can achieve linear pressure regulation by being controlled in
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a coil current. In addition, it should be noted that the electric boost master cylinder not only
belongs to the hydraulic power provider, but also serves as another hydraulic pressure
modulator (denoted as M1). Moreover, due to the particularity of the linear solenoid valve,
in the event of a failure case, the inlet valve (IV) and outlet valve (OV) can be changed
by the electronic control command to take over the control of the outlet valve or inlet
valve conversely.

The DREHB is equipped with a pedal displacement sensor, a motor rotation angle
sensor, a master cylinder pressure sensor, four-wheel cylinder pressure sensors, and an
accumulator pressure sensor. If the driver participates in the braking operation, the pedal
displacement signal given by the pedal displacement sensor reflects the braking expectation
of the whole vehicle, and the master cylinder pressure sensor can be used as the failure
backup. If there is no driver participation in the braking operation, the auto-driving vehicle
control unit (VCU) sends out braking requests to the brake control units (BCU1, BCU2).
The BCU1 and BCU2 combined with all the sensors accomplish the closed-loop control of
the various braking functions.

The two brake controllers, BCU1 and BCU2, are used as a mutual backup in the
DREHB system. BCU1 is mainly responsible for controlling the electric boost master
cylinder with LSVs, and BCU2 is for controlling the electric high-pressure accumulator
with LSVs. Under the control of BCU1 and BCU2, regardless of whether the DREHB system
is in a normal state or a failure state, the DREHB system operates steadily in initiative
braking functions including electronic braking force distribution, regenerative braking,
automatic emergency braking, anti-lock braking, yaw stability control, etc.

3. System Operation Principles

As the DREHB system has the characteristics of dual redundancy backup and has
many controllable components, the topological operational modes are more diverse. For
the convenience of presentation, the operational modes under normal initiative braking
(NIB) and degraded initiative braking (DIB) conditions are, respectively, introduced in the
following context.

3.1. Normal Initiative Braking Modes

The normal initiative braking modes are classified according to the working status
of hydraulic power providers. From the perspective of the hydraulic supply, the DREHB
working modes can be subdivided into the following three types: a single electric boost
master cylinder, a single electric high-pressure accumulator, and both of the two providers.
The working modes of the DREHB operating under NIB are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Normal initiative braking modes. (a) Braking with a sole EBMC as the hydraulic power source; (b) Braking with a
sole EHPA as the hydraulic power source; (c) Braking with both an EBMC and an EHPA as the hydraulic power sources.
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3.1.1. NIB A Mode

When the DREHB is in the working mode, as in Figure 2a, the electric boost master
cylinder provides the hydraulic supply and pressure regulation solely. The states of the
switching valves are shown in detail, while the linear solenoid valves remain in normal
states. Only the EBMC assumes the function of adjusting the pressure of the wheel cylinders;
therefore, the independent control of the four-wheel braking forces cannot be achieved.
This working mode is suitable for braking conditions that do not require high accuracy
of the four-wheel pressure control, such as adaptive cruise control (ACC) [22]. At this
time, the EHPA is in the standby state, and the high-pressure accumulator is filled with
high-pressure brake fluid.

3.1.2. NIB B Mode

Likewise, when the DREHB system is in the working mode, as shown in Figure 2b,
the EHPA provides the hydraulic supply of the four-wheel cylinder solely, and the linear
solenoid valves are responsible for the hydraulic pressure regulation of four-wheel cylin-
ders. The three-way and four-way switching valves are energized. The normally closed
valves (CV) are used for inlet valves, while normally open valves (OV) are used for outlet
valves. If the driver steps on the brake pedal, the boost motor still needs to perform brake
boosting, and the pedal feel is fed back to the driver. If the VCU sends out braking requests,
the EBMC subsystem maintains the standby state.

3.1.3. NIB C Mode

When the DREHB is in the working mode, as shown in Figure 2c, the EBMC and EHPA
supply hydraulic power collectively. Additionally, there are multiple possible working
modes here, which can be categorized into (1) the EBMC undertakes one channel of wheel
brakes, and the other three channels are dependent on the EHPA; (2) the EBMC undertakes
two channels of wheel brakes, and the other two channels are dependent on the EHPA;
likewise, (3) the EBMC is for three-channel wheel brakes, and the remaining channel is
working with the EHPA. As an example, in Figure 2c, the wheel cylinders of the front axle
are governed by the EBMC in hydraulic supply and pressure regulation, and the rear-axle
wheel cylinders are supplied by the EHPA and regulated by LSVs under hydraulic pressure.

3.2. Degraded Initiative Braking Modes

The DREHB system has a number of fundamental components. When some com-
ponents fail in the redundant working modes, the DREHB controller can replan a new
topology regarding the requirements of the vehicle and the remaining healthy braking
system. Therefore, the redundant operating modes of the DREHB system are subdivided
according to the failures of the key functional components at each level.

3.2.1. DIB F1 Modes

Mode A: As shown in Figure 3a, when the boost motor fails, the EBMC cannot
normally provide hydraulic power to the master cylinder. In this case, the hydraulic power
supply is taken over by the EHPA, and the hydraulic pressure of the four-wheel cylinders
can be adjusted independently by LSVs.

Mode B: As shown in Figure 3b, when the pumping motor fails, the EHPA cannot nor-
mally provide hydraulic power to the high-pressure accumulator. In this case, the hydraulic
power supply and pressure regulation of the four-wheel cylinders are all undertaken by
the EBMC.
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Figure 3. Degraded initiative braking F1 modes. F1 represents for the braking failure type 1 in hydraulic power provider
layer. (a) Braking with EBMC failure; (b) Braking with EHPA failure.

3.2.2. DIB F2 Modes

Mode A: As shown in Figure 4a, when a three-way valve fails, the upstream hydraulic
power source can only be aligned to one of the EBMC and EHPA. If the hydraulic power
source is selected with the high-pressure accumulator, the wheel cylinder pressure is
adjusted independently through the corresponding linear solenoid valve; if it is the EBMC,
the wheel cylinder pressure is independently supplied and adjusted.

Figure 4. Degraded initiative braking F2 modes. F2 represents for the braking failure type 2 in hydraulic flow switcher
layer. (a) Braking with TwV failure; (b) Braking with FwV failure.

Mode B: As shown in Figure 4b, when a four-way valve fails, the downstream linear
solenoid valve can only achieve the function of a normally open valve (OV) with the
pressure increasing or a normally closed valve (CV) with the pressure increasing. At this
time, the three-way valve of this channel is coordinated correspondingly, no matter which
hydraulic power source is chosen.

3.2.3. DIB F3 Modes

Mode A: As shown in Figure 5a, if a certain channel of the normally closed valve
(CV) fails, only the normally open valve (here, OV is used as the inlet valve) of the same
channel can be controlled at this time; therefore, the EBMC is selected as the hydraulic
power source unit.
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Figure 5. Degraded initiative braking F3 modes. F3 represents for the braking failure type 3 in hydraulic pressure modulator
layer. (a) Braking with CV failure; (b) Braking with OV failure.

Mode B: As shown in Figure 5b, if a certain channel of the normally open valve (OV)
fails, only the normally closed valve (here, CV is used as the inlet valve) of the same channel
can be controlled at this time. Meanwhile, the EBMC is selected as a pressure supply unit
as well.

In addition, other redundant operating modes are basically modified from the above
three types of failure modes to be suitable for different braking requirements and will not
be repeated here.

4. Parameter Matching and Optimization

The foundation of the high redundancy and high control performance of the DREHB
system comes from the key functional components inside the braking system. Among them,
the hydraulic power unit and the pressure regulating unit have a decisive influence on the
performance of the DREHB system. For the sake of achieving high-performance hydraulic
pressure in the brake-by-wire system, the most effective and direct way is redesigning the
electro-mechanical actuators, and comprehensive studies on this topic have been carried
out. Research has established analytical and nonlinear models of high-speed on-off valves,
which consider the fluid and mechanical coupling and optimize the key factors to improve
the feasibility through experiments [23,24]. Other researchers have been focused on the
novel optimization methods and techniques about the mechanical problems with numerical
models [25,26]. A parameter design of the key components in the DREHB is introduced in
further detail below.

4.1. Electric Boost Master Cylinder

Research is carried out from the following two aspects: static analysis and dynamic
simulation. The parameters of actuators in the EBMC that affect hydraulic response
performance include motor torque, speed, gear ratio, master cylinder piston diameter, etc.

4.1.1. Static Performance with Primary Specification

In parameter matching, the performance specifications of the DREHB need to be
determined first, then the static and dynamic models of the hydraulic brake system are
established. The initially selected values of the static model parameters are brought into
the dynamic model to test whether the performance demands are met. If they are, the
optimization can proceed. If not, the parameters will continue to be adjusted until the
performance demands are fulfilled.
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In the conceptional designation mentioned above, the DREHB should ensure the
hydraulic pressure capacity and the responding time of the increasing/decreasing pressure
rate. The open-loop performance specifications of the EBMC are concluded in Table 1.

Table 1. Open-loop performance specifications of the EBMC in the DREHB.

Symbol Definition Value

Pmax Maximum hydraulic pressure of master cylinder 12.0 MPa
.
Pi,max Maximum hydraulic pressure increasing rate 20.0 MPa
.
Pd,max Maximum hydraulic pressure decreasing rate 25.0 MPa/s

Depending on the conceptual components in the DREHB, the static system model of
the EBMC with corresponding actuators should be built first for the primary preference
of parameters. As depicted in Equations (1) and (2), the static force balance analysis
on the push rod and cylinder piston of the DREHB reflects the fundamental mechanical
relationships of the EBMC system [27].

Tm · 2πη = Fp · l, (1)

Fp =
πd2

p

4
· P, (2)

where Tm is the output torque of the boost motor, η is the mechanical efficiency of the gear
box, Fp is the force applied on the push rod, l is the lead of the screw unit, dp is the diameter
of piston, and P is the hydraulic pressure in the master cylinder.

The key parameters of the EBMC are selected primarily as follows: the diameter of
piston dp is 24 mm, the transmission efficiency of gear box η is 0.95, and the lead of guide
screw l is 5 mm. According to the open-loop performance specifications, the torque of
the boost motor Tm is calculated as 4.55 Nm when the expected maximum of hydraulic
pressure is 12 MPa.

Generally, the manufacturer of the electric motor can provide the limited maximum
no-load speed nmax as an important aspect of the motor’s external characteristics. Here,
nmax is set to 2800 r/min. The voltage of battery power supply is 12.0 V.

The following are the assumptions made to design the motorization parameters [28]:

• In the case of rotor locking, the motor speed is 0;
• Under a no-load condition, the zero-load current is ignored;
• Assume that the motor has no magnetic flux leakage.

The motorization relationships of the operating characteristics and eternal properties
combined with the assumptions above are formulated in the following equations:

Tmax = (UN/Rm) · kt, (3)

ωmax = UN/kbe, (4)

kbe = kt, (5)

where Tmax is the maximum stalling torque, UN is the power supply voltage, kbe and kt are
the back EMF coefficient and torque coefficient, ωmax is the maximum angular speed, and
Rm is the equivalent resistance.

According to the formulas above, the key parameters of boost motor are obtained
with kbe = 4.1 × 10−2 V/(rad/s) and Rm = 0.108 Ω.

The responding performance of the EBMC is determined by the motor inductance
value. Compared with the electro-mechanical braking systems in the literature [29,30],
the motor current response of the EBMC should be within the ±5% error range in 0.5 ms.
As referred from the high-energy-density motor manual, the value selection of motor
inductance is Lm = 6.25 × 10−5 H.
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4.1.2. Dynamic Simulation and Parameter Matching

The lengths of the brake pipe and hose between the DREHB and the brake cylinders
are preliminarily estimated, and the essential parameters in the AMESim model are set
according to Table 2 [31]. The P–V characteristics of the front and rear brakes used in the
AMESim model refer to the commercial auto brake parts. The simulation is performed
repeatedly, and the parameters are adjusted until the open-loop performance is up to the
expected responses.

Table 2. Hydraulic system parameter specifications in the DREHB model.

Parameter Name Value Parameter Name Value

Brake fluid density 850 kg/m3 Brake fluid viscosity 42.5 mm2/s
Bulk modulus of fluid 1700 MPa Temperature of fluid 40 ◦C

Piston diameter 35 mm Piston mass 0.5 kg
Brake disc clearance 0.25 mm Spring stiffness 2.5 × 106 N/m
Damping coefficient 1.1 × 107 Ns/m Max flow coefficient 0.7

Figure 6 shows the dynamic model of the EBMC with the whole braking system. The
exciting signal of the boost motor is a 12.0 V voltage input stepping up and down during
a time range of 0.5 to 2.0 s. The gear box with equivalent inertia transfers the rotational
motion into the translational motion of the master cylinder piston. The parameter settings
of the EBMC in the dynamic model are all based on the mass production parts.

Figure 6. Dynamic model of the EBMC in AMESim.

A number of parameter sets are batched here in the open-loop simulations. To reflect
the critical influence on the dynamic response, the transmission ratio of the gear box,
the diameter of the piston, and the travel displacement of the piston are chosen as the
key factors. Figure 7 shows the open-loop simulation results of wheel cylinder pressure
response among eight sets of batched parameters. The parameters used in the model are
detailed in Table 3 below. It is obvious that the maximum pressure criteria with 12 MPa
excludes the ParSet3/4/5/8, and the small transmission ratio cannot be adequate for
high pressure generation. The fact can be drawn that the gear ratio increases the steady
pressure amplitude and the step-excited pressure rising rate notably when comparing the
response results of the batched diameters and travel displacements of the piston. From the
pressure response curve of ParSet6, the highest steady pressure is 16.7 MPa with the slower
decreasing pressure slope. Furthermore, in light of ParSet1/2/7, similar pressure results
within the open-loop performance demands are obtained. Due to the national standard
parts and manufacturing restrictions of the existing master cylinder assembly involving
the diameter and travel displacement of the piston, the more flexible way is to alternate
the gear ratio greatly to obtain a better pressure response and more universal adaptability
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in automotive applications. Moreover, considering the motor capacity and the proper
mechanical abrasion with lower gear ratio and smaller piston size, the ParSet7 of the EBMC
is chosen for the final key parameters’ designation values.

Figure 7. Hydraulic pressure responses on batched mechanical parameter sets of the EBMC.

Table 3. Batched mechanical parameter sets for the EBMC simulation. Three core parameters:
transmission ratio of the gear box, diameter of the piston, and travel displacement of the piston.

Parameter Set Values Parameter Set Values

ParSet1 22/26 mm/30 mm ParSet5 15/22 mm/26 mm
ParSet2 20/24 mm/28 mm ParSet6 25/28 mm/30 mm
ParSet3 18/22 mm/28 mm ParSet7 22/24 mm/28 mm
ParSet4 14/22 mm/26 mm ParSet8 16/24 mm/28 mm

Several of the engineering development steps of this paper are not described, while
listed as follows:

1. Component selection, engineering drawing design, and strength check;
2. Electronic control unit development;
3. Digital simulation and development.

4.2. Linear Solenoid Valve

In the automotive hydraulic brake control system, the brake pressure generated by
the hydraulic power source must be modulated by the electromagnetic valves to enter
the wheel cylinders, and finally, braking forces are produced. On the basis of working
conditions and performance requirements, the core mechanical and electrical parameters
are redesigned for linear solenoid valves based on the widely used high-speed on/off
valves [32].

4.2.1. Parameter Optimization of Mechanical Valve

The flow characteristics of the solenoid valve are strongly determined by the structural
parameters. The design goal is that under the initial pressure at 15 MPa of the high-pressure
accumulator, the step response time of the wheel cylinder pressure at 10 MPa should be less
than 220 ms. The key structural parameters of the solenoid valve are specifically designed
below. A geometric structure diagram of the solenoid valve with a cone seat and ball core
is shown in Figure 8 [33].
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Figure 8. Coordinate system of solenoid valve.

As shown in Figure 9, a solenoid valve model is built by MATLAB/Simulink to
demonstrate the mechanical dynamics. The fundamental of the mechanical–hydraulic–
electrical coupled relationship is expressed in Equation (6).

m · d2xv

d2t
= −Fe + Fs + Fh − FB, (6)

where m represents the total mass of the moving iron, spool, and pushrod; xv is the
displacement of the spool; Fe is the electromagnetic force; Fs is the spring force; Fh is the
hydraulic force; and FB is the damping force. The full expressions of the forces above are
found in paper [34].

Figure 9. Dynamic Model of LSV in Simulink.

The valve body, as the core section of the solenoid valve, is composed of the valve
core, return spring, valve seat, etc. The design of the solenoid valve body is directly related
to the control accuracy of the braking force and the rapid pressurization. The main design
parameters of the solenoid valve body include the mass of the spool, the stiffness of the
return spring, the cone angle of the solenoid valve seat, and the diameter of the steel ball.
The PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signal of the controllable voltage source acts on the
coil to produce an equivalent current via electrodynamics. Among these parameters, the
diameter of the steel ball and the seat angle mainly affect the flow rate of the solenoid valve
through the orifice throttling effect. Therefore, the batched values of the diameter of the
ball core and the valve seat angle with PWM signals are set in the Simulink model. The
simulation results are concluded in Figure 10 and parameter sets are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 10. Hydraulic pressure responses of LSVs with batched mechanical parameter sets.

Table 4. Batched mechanical parameter sets for LSVs. Three core parameters: diameter of valve ball,
seat semi-angle of valve, and equivalent current signal of coil.

Parameter Set Values Parameter Set Values

ParSet1 2.4 mm/52◦/0.89 A ParSet5 2.0 mm/49◦/0.89 A
ParSet2 2.4 mm/51◦/0.89 A ParSet6 1.8 mm/48◦/0.89 A
ParSet3 2.2 mm/50◦/0.89 A ParSet7 1.8 mm/47◦/0.89 A
ParSet4 2.0 mm/50◦/0.89 A ParSet8 1.5 mm/47◦/0.89 A

From the hydraulic pressure response curve results, it can be seen that the flow
characteristics of the linear solenoid valve are mostly related to the diameter of the steel ball
in a certain range between 1.5 and 2.4 mm and seat semi-angle from 47◦ to 52◦. Additionally,
the pressure saturation phenomenon is evident near the upper and lower bounded values.
The parameter sets ParSet7 and PatSet8 are not suitable for the valve ball design because
the time response from 0 to 10 MPa is out of 220 ms, while the results of ParSet5/6/7 give
out the fact that with a bigger valvelet diameter comes a faster pressure response in the
wheel cylinders. Furthermore, the hydraulic pressure responses are obviously saturated in
the area from ParSet1 to ParSet4. However, increasing the mass of the spool and valvelet
mainly affects the acceleration of the solenoid valve when it moves, and then this may
cause severer vibration. According to the simulation results, the diameter of the steel ball
is taken as 2.0 mm, which not only improves the pressure response speed, but also better
matches the commonly used 50◦ seat hole as well as reducing the size of the valve body.
Therefore, the parameter set ParSet4 is the more reasonable choice in the LSV’s mechanical
optimization design case.

4.2.2. Parameter Optimization of Electrical Coil

Compared with the traditional ABS and ESC in the automotive industry, the operating
frequency of the DREHB solenoid valve has changed to an extremely high probability
for normal operations. The drive force of the high-frequency solenoid valve comes from
the coil on the top of the solenoid valve. The electromagnetic characteristics of the LSV
play an indispensable part in the dynamic behavior of the valvelet dynamics [35]. The
current through the solenoid coil generates a magnetic field to push the valvelet actively to
control the flow rate. In the midst of the electrical parameters that affect the electromagnetic
characteristics of an LSV, it is quite comprehensible that more turns of coil windings will
generate a larger electromagnetic force to drive the valvelet. The research [36] indicates that
a smoother coil current can result in a better performance in the controllability of the LSV.
Hence, the turn number and the coil current of coil windings are selected to be investigated
for the optimal electrical parameter set of the LSV.

Based on the aforementioned electromagnetism principles, a dynamic LSV with a
thorough electrical coil was modeled in AMESim, as shown in Figure 11. The basic elements
of drive circuit, air gap, rectifier diode, capacitor, and return spring were used to establish
the coil and valve models. The pre-compression of the spring connected with the valvelet
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mass was used to act as the valve mechanics. The drive circuit of the coil produced the
700 Hz PWM signal, and the battery voltage was 12 V. Six different sets of turn numbers
and duty cycles of PWM signals were chosen for the batched simulations. The coil current
was selected as the measured physical quantity, and the simulation results are shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Electromagnetic dynamic model of the LSV.

Figure 12. Dynamic current responses of coil in an LSV.

From the coil current response curves, under a certain increasing range of two parame-
ters, the smoothness of the coil current increased significantly when the turn number of coil
windings varied from 420 to 750 and PWM duty ranged from 60% to 80%, which declares
that the LSV can be controlled with a relatively steady current signal, and the inductance
impedance will cause less Joule heating effect. A longer duration is preferred for the LSV
in operating mode, especially when there is the long time braking or traffic congestion
dilemma. However, further increasing the turns of the coil windings would cause an
oversized coil, which is unfriendly to assemble in the limited space of the hydraulic control
unit, and deteriorate the heat radiation. When the turn number was 700 and PWM basic
duty was 75%, the current wave of coil fluctuated more evenly, which is suitably matched
with the control logic cycle period of BCU as 10 ms. Therefore, the electrical parameter set
ParSet5 is feasible and adopted in the LSV coil design of the DREHB. The batched electrical
parameter sets in simulations are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Batched electrical parameter sets for coil. Two core parameters: turn number of coil windings,
duty of PWM signal.

Parameter Set Values Parameter Set Values

ParSet1 420/60% ParSet4 600/75%
ParSet2 500/60% ParSet5 700/75%
ParSet3 500/70% ParSet6 750/80%
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Through the above-mentioned theoretical analysis and simulation research, the design
of the core components in the DREHB was completed. The experimental validation was
carried out next.

5. Experimental Verification and Discussion

To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed DREHB system in brake-by-
wire applications, the manufactured prototype of the DREHB and other hydraulic braking
accessories make up the hardware-in-loop (HIL) testbench. Typical braking scenarios are
set for the dynamic performance validation of the EBMC and the LSV designed in the
foregoing context.

5.1. Prototype of the DREHB System

A trial-manufactured DREHB system and four-wheel cylinders are combined together
in Figure 13. Note that the two braking control units BCU1 and BCU2 communicating with
CAN (Controller Area Network) bus are dually equipped for the supervisory redundancy.
The EBMC system corresponds to the sketched one in Figure 13, while the EHPA system
is integrated with all the electromagnetic valves (EMVs, here are labeled for LSVs) in the
mechanical structure. Hydraulic pipelines are used for the linkage between the EBMC, the
EHPA, EMVs, and four-wheel cylinders.

Figure 13. Prototype of manufactured DREHB and HIL test platform.

As shown in Figure 13, the hardware-in-loop testbench is composed of the host
computer, DC power supply, dSPACE AutoBox, and the designed components of the
DREHB system. The host computer is utilized for monitoring the test experiments and
data processing of the test results. The DC power supply is adopted as the 12 V constant
voltage source. Acting as the VCU of the vehicle electronic control system, the dSPACE
AutoBox bridges the communication connections between the BCU1, BCU2, and the host
computer to exchange CAN bus information and transfers the controllers’ commands.
The BCU1 is integrated together with the EBMC, and the BCU2 is united with the EHPA
as well as the LSVs. The hydraulic sensors acquire the hydraulic pressure signals from
the master and wheel cylinders and transmit the messages to the brake controllers and
dSPACE AutoBox. To evaluate the human effect in the braking process and examine the
initiative brake systems such as the DREHB proposed in this paper, the brake pedal unit is
retained in the HIL test platform. The iBooster and ESP are also incorporated in the HIL
system for the experimental comparison.

5.2. Experimental Tests in Typical Braking Scenarios

Three braking scenarios were set for the dynamic performance validation of the
parameter design of the EBMC and the LSV on the HIL test platform shown in Figure 13.
The first one was the combination of continuous steps up and down of open-loop excitation
for the master cylinder piston target. The second one was the sinusoidal target pressure
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tracking of wheel cylinders by modulating the LSVs in a close-loop control [37]. The last
one was set for the comparative validation of the fail-safe braking function of the DREHB.

5.2.1. EBMC Braking Test

For autonomous electric vehicles, the critical braking demand in real-life driving
cycles is the automatic emergency brake (AEB) function for the safety concern. In this case,
the input signal was defined as the expected piston position x of the master cylinder, and
the step signals up and down were assumed to be the continuous sudden brake in different
intensity levels of AEB-liked scenarios. The HIL test results of the step wave input of the
piston position are depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14. The test results of step wave input for the piston position.

For the AEB and ESP scenarios, the main concern of hydraulic pressure in the wheel
cylinders is the swift build-up or drop-down response. The step wave input of the master
cylinder piston started at 4.0 s and fell to the original position in 22.0 s. A single phase of
step signal lasted for 2.0 s, and the sample time of the pedal travel sensor to the control unit
was 0.001 s. The inner position control loop was well calibrated in the boost motor; therefore,
the position response exhibited the lagging shape when the expected x was compared
with the actual one. The minimum speed of the wheel cylinder pressure response was
calculated as 28.0 MPa/s from the green curve, which means that AEB function activates
in 250 ms to build a 7.0 MPA hydraulic pressure to lock the wheels. The response time of
the traditional braking system with brake booster and ABS device was about 400–600 ms,
because it does not have the function of active pressurization, and the response time of
the wheel cylinder pressure contains the driver’s reactions. The time taken for the wheel
cylinder pressure to increase from 0 to 7.0 MPa was about 350–1400 ms. Moreover, the
widely used iBooster and ESP system achieved a 220-millisecond duration time to reach
10.0 MPa without adding the driver’s response time according to the reported test data [29].
Thus, the experimental results of step response of hydraulic pressure comply with the
AEB-liked scenarios’ demands satisfactorily. There was a hydraulic pressure difference
between the wheel cylinder pressure and the master cylinder pressure, and the reason lies
in the hydrodynamic resistance existing in the DREHB system. In conclusion, the step
response of the wheel cylinder pressure revealed the effectiveness of the designed EBMC
with optimized electro-mechanical parameters in initiative braking scenarios such as the
AEB condition.

5.2.2. LSVs Braking Test

For driving scenarios such as adaptive cruise control (ACC), the ego vehicle will
follow the front vehicle by keeping an inner-car distance. That means, the ego vehicle
has to accelerate or slowdown in time automatically and precisely. In this case, the au-
tonomous electric vehicle takes the regenerative braking ability of the electric powertrain
and distributes the braking forces between the power motor and the DREHB system.
Thus, the wheel cylinder pressure must keep the fast and precise tracking performance
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in complex braking conditions. Moreover, the hydraulic pressure adjustment should be
independent among four-wheel brakes to achieve the fully decoupling braking facility
in case of anti-lock braking or other extreme braking tasks. Two sinusoidal wave signals
were introduced for the front left (denoted by one) and rear left (denoted by three) wheel
cylinders’ pressure targets simultaneously. The frequency of both sinusoidal waves was
1.0 Hz, and the average pressure value of the first one was 7.0 MPa, while the second one
was 3.0 MPa. Pressure variation ranges of two sinusoidal waves were within 2.0 MPa. The
test results are seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15. The test results of sinusoidal pressure target tracking of LSVs.

The LSVs are controlled with closed-loop PID (Proportional–Integral–Derivative)
algorithms to track the sinusoidal pressure target signals. The PID calibration parameters
used in the controllers of the OVs and CVs are listed in Table 6, where kP, kI , kD represent
the control gains of PID controllers. The RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) values for both
channels of wheel cylinders are also summed in the table.

Table 6. PID control parameters and hydraulic pressure RMSEs for the LSVs.

Sine Test PID Parameters: kP/kI/kD RMSE

3.0 MPa 12.6/0.08/0.002 0.27 MPa

7.0 MPa 15.2/0.11/0.001 0.21 MPa

The experimental results show that, at the beginning of the pressure tracking stage,
the inlet valves opened as much as possible to reduce the error to tackle the target pressure.
Thanks to the optimized turn number of coil windings, the rising time for two-wheel
cylinders was 90 and 180 ms, respectively, reaching the sufficient response speed for
extensive tasks of precise hydraulic pressure control. One obvious advantage in pressure
tracking the LSVs was the lower overshoot, at less than 0.3 MPa, which resulted from the
parameter optimization in the LSVs to obtain a better controllability. It was beneficial to
mitigate the braking jerk condition for improving the vehicle drivability. During the whole
pressure tracking process, the pressure error was within tight bounds, less than 0.15 MPa in
either brake channel. In contrast, the reported hydraulic pressure modulation accuracy of
iBooster and ESP was 0.2 MPa [32], and the pressure control effectiveness of the DREHB in
this research was remarkably superior to the hydraulic control performance of the widely
used BBW system, with a 25% accuracy improvement. It should be noted that the hydraulic
pressure modulation error was highly related to the controllability of the actuators. Hence,
the LSVs with closed-loop controllers were proven to have a satisfying performance in the
consistent dynamic braking scenarios conclusively.

5.2.3. Fail-Safe Braking Test

The initiative brake system designed in this research is expected to enable high-safety
braking ability, especially for the fail-safe braking scenarios. When a certain failure occurs
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in the DREHB, the degraded initiative braking modes described in Section 3.2 are dedicated
to performing the fail-safe functions by managing the feasible operations among the EBMC,
the EHPA and the LSVs. To validate the fault tolerant effectiveness and reliability of the
DREHB, the comparative braking test was carried out by three brake systems responding in
the scenario where emergency braking is incorporated with an undesirable fault injection.
The IBS in the literature [36], the iBooster with an ESP, and the DREHB proposed in this
work were chosen for the parallel experiments with the same scenario settings and control
targets. The brake control strategy and hydraulic pressure regulation are based on the
threshold logic and PID controllers in the Section 5.2.2. Moreover, the hydraulic control
logic in the DREHB controller is reused in iBooster and ESP. The test results are shown
in Figure 16.

Figure 16. The test results of comparative validation of fail-safe braking.

The experimental scenario setting was the same as the reported one in [36]. Assuming
that the vehicle encountered an emergency event at 5 s, the three brake systems triggered
the automatic emergency brake simultaneously and the wheel pressure control targets held
at 7 MPa similarly. It can be seen that similar response speeds are achieved but the DREHB
revealed the lower pressure overshot in comparison with the iBooster and ESP, and that
is because the driving capacity of boost motor in the DREHB is designed on account of a
higher load margin, which gains the advantage of preferable controllability.

At 11.5 s, one solenoid coil burned accidentally, which caused a sudden decrease
in the wheel pressure, tending to deteriorate the braking performance and endanger the
vehicle collision avoidance. In the test case of IBS, the driver needed 500 ms–1 s to react
during the pressure dropping stage, and after 0.5 s, the wheel pressure returned to 7 MPa
by the driver’s effort with obvious braking degradation. By virtue of the fail-safe backup
design in the other two brake systems, the time from fault detection to brake controller
reaction could be reduced to 400 ms, and the faster electronic brake control recovered the
pressure within 150 ms, which improved the restored wheel pressure response enormously.
The supercharging was activated by the boost pump for the iBooster and ESP, but the
huge overshot was 5 MPa and steady-state error occurred dramatically due to the poor
pressurization controllability of the ESP in the limited boosting time. On the contrary,
the pressure restoration of the DREHB was accomplished through the EHPA and LSVs.
The EHPA provided sufficient hydraulic power around 7 MPa, and the optimized linear
solenoid valves held the wheel pressure steadily, thus the pre-fault pressure state could be
reestablished rapidly and precisely. Hence, the proposed DREHB exhibits an advancement
in fail-safe braking function in comparative tests.
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6. Conclusions

A novel double redundant brake-by-wire system for high automation driving safety
was revealed in this article. The development process of the DREHB system, including the
conceptual systematic configuration design, analysis of operational principles, parameter
matching and optimization, and experimental validation, was introduced throughout the
paper. The DREHB system consists of the following three functional layers: a hydraulic
power provider, a hydraulic flow switcher, and a hydraulic pressure modulator, and each
layer has a dual redundancy design. Accordingly, the braking controllers and mounted
sensors are set for extra backup. The operational principles of the DREHB in normal and
degraded initiative braking modes were brought out, and the potential adaptability of
every configuration topology was shown. Parameter matching and optimization of the
electric boost master cylinder (EBMC) and the linear solenoid valve (LSV) were conducted
in theoretical derivation and simulation, and the dynamic hydraulic performance criteria
were met exactly. In conclusion, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed DREHB
system for high automation electric vehicle are verified by the manufactured DREHB
system with the HIL test platform. The fast, steady, and precise hydraulic pressure control
performances in commonly used driving scenarios including AEB, ACC, and fail-safe
braking conditions prove the DREHB system to be practicable for the high safety demand
of autonomous electric vehicles. In future work, the fail-operational function in real vehicle
verification and redundant control strategy design of the proposed DREHB system are
going to be further investigated.
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